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TITLE 11
CITIES, COUNTIES AND LOCAL
TAXING UNITS
Compiler's Notes. - This title is made up of laws that affect more than one local governing
unit and that are not appropriate for any other specific title.

Chapter
1. Bonds and Warrants.
2. Playgrounds.
3. Fireworks.
4. Standard Fire-Fighting Equipment.
5. Boxing Contests and Wrestling Matches.
6. Pawnbrokers and Secondhand Dealers.
7. Fire Protection.
8. Sewage Systems.
9. Sales and Use Taxes [Renumbered].
10. Clubs Allowing Consumption of Liquor on Premises.
11. Civic Auditorium and Sports Arena Districts [Unconstitutional].
12. Modification of Political Subdivisions.
13. Interlocal Co-operation Act.
14. Utah Municipal Bond Act.
15. Utah Community Redevelopment Law [Renumbered].
16. Zoning.
17. Industrial Facilities and Development.
17a. Utah Volume Cap Allocation Act [Renumbered].
18. Historic Districts [Renumbered].
19. Utah Neighborhood Development Act [Renumbered].
20. Utah Public Transit District Act [Renumbered].
21. Cycle Registration.
22. Port Authorities [Renumbered].
23. Special Service Districts [Renumbered].
24. Parking and Business Improvement District Act [Renumbered].
25. Residential Rehabilitation Act.
26. Local Taxation of Utilities Limitation.
27. Utah Refunding Bond Act.
28. Reserved.
29. Municipal Building Authority Act [Renumbered].
30. Utah Bond Validation Act.
31. Public Finance Act.
32. Interlocal Financing Authority Act.
33. Advisory Council on Intergovernmental Relations.
34. Foreign Currency Bonds.
35. Uniform Fiscal Procedures for Special Districts [Renumbered].
36. Reserved.
37. Procurement of Recycled Goods.
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CHAPTER 1
BONDS AND WARRANTS
Section
11-1-1.
11-1-2.
11-1-3.

Auditor's certificate to show obligation within debt limit.
Auditors may rely on certain facts.
False certificate - Class A misdemeanor.

Section
11-1-4.
11-1-5.
11-1-6.

Sinking fund - Investment.
Form, time, and place of payment Held in trust.
Violation of act a misdemeanor.

11-1-1. Auditor's certificate to show obligation within debt
limit.
The county auditor of each county, the auditor of each city, and the clerk of
each board of education in this state shall endorse a certificate upon every
bond, warrant or other evidence of debt, issued pursuant to law by any such
officer, that the same is within the lawful debt limit of such county, city or
school district, respectively, and is issued according to law. He shall sign such
certificate in his official character.
History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, § 146; C.L.
1917, § 466; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 8-0-1.
Cross-References. - Accounts of cost of
public works, § 51-3-1 et seq.
Audits of officers, § 51-2-1 et seq.
Cities may borrow money, § 10-8-6.
Constitutional debt limit, Utah Const., Art.
XIV.
Counties, right to incur indebtedness, § 174-4.
County bonded indebtedness, § 17-12-1.
Drainage district bonds, § 17A-2-543 et seq.

Irrigation district bonds, § 17A-2-715 et seq.
Metropolitan water districts, bonds of,
§ 17A-2-826 et seq.
Revenue and appropriations
limitation,
§ 59-17a-101 et seq.
School district indebtedness, § 53A-18-101
et seq.
Section 11-1-1 not applicable to bond issues
under Municipal Bond Act, § 11-14-20.
Water Conservancy Act, bonds under,
§ 17A-2-1439 et seq.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Utah Law Review. - Constitutional Restrictions Upon Municipal Indebtedness, 1966
Utah L. Rev. 462.
Am. Jur. 2d. - 56 Am. Jur. 2d Municipal
Corporations, Etc. § 592 et seq.

C.J.S. - 20 C.J.S. Counties §§ 223 to 225,
259; 64 C.J.S. Municipal Corporations §§ 1846
to 1855, 1911 to 1914; 79 C.J.S. Schools and
School Districts §§ 325, 361.

11-1-2. Auditors may rely on certain facts.
Whenever a board of county commissioners, board of city commissioners,
city council or board of education of any such county, city or school district
shall find or declare that any appropriation or expenditure for which a warrant or warrants are to be issued was or is for interest upon the bonded debt,
for salaries, or for the current expenses of such county, city or school district,
such finding or declaration shall conclusively protect the county auditor, city
auditor or clerk of the board of education of any such county, city or school
district, as to such facts, in certifying any warrant or warrants therefor to be
within the lawful debt limit of such county, city or school district.
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History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, § 148; C.L.
1917, § 468; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 8-0-2.

11-1-3. False certificate -

Class A misdemeanor.

Any person mentioned in Section 11-1-1 who neglects to endorse any certificate as required, or who makes any certificate falsely and fraudulently, is
guilty of a class A misdemeanor.
History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, § 149; C.L.
1917, § 469; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 8-0-3; L.
1986, ch. 178, § 7.

11-1-4. Sinking fund -

Cross-References. - Sentencing for misdemeanors, §§ 76-3-201, 76-3-204, 76-3-301.

Investment.

The legislative body of any county, municipality, school district, or taxing
unit of Utah shall invest any sinking fund created by authority of law by
following the procedures and requirements of Title 51, Chapter 7, State
Money Management Act.
History: L. 1901, ch. 84, § l; C.L. 1907,
§ 2063xl9; C.L. 1917, § 5200; R.S. 1933 & C.
1943, 8-0-4; L. 1943, ch. 13, § l; 1992, ch. 285,
§ 5.
Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment, effective April 27, 1992, rewrote the sec-

tion to such an extent that a detailed analysis
is impracticable.
Cross-References. - Investments in general, § 33-1-1 et seq.
Powers and duties of state loan commissioners, § 66-1-1 et seq.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
C.J.S. - 20 C.J.S. Counties§ 277; 64 C.J.S.
Municipal Corporations § 1953.

11-1-5. Form, time, and place of payment-

Held in trust.

Whenever any county, municipality, school district or taxing unit within
this state is authorized to issue and sell its bonds, they may be issued in serial
form or in the form of term bonds and made payable in such manner and at
such times, within legal limits, as such county, municipality, school district or
taxing unit may determine. Principal and interest shall be made payable only
at a duly incorporated bank or trust company operating under state or national banking laws or principal and interest may be made payable at such a
bank or trust company or at the office of the treasurer of the issuer, at the
option of the holder; provided, such alternative places of payment are designated in the bonds by the issuer at the time such bonds are issued.
All payments of funds either as principal or interest on any bonds issued by
any county, municipality, school district or other taxing unit within this state
paid to anyone other than the owner of such bonds shall be regarded and held
as trust funds, and the person, firm or corporation so receiving the same shall
be held as a trustee of such funds holding the same for the benefit of the
owners and holders of such bonds until the same are fully paid over. Until
such funds are paid over by the person, firm or corporation collecting the
same, they shall be set up and held in a separate trust account and not
commingled or used by the collector in any manner whatever.
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PLAYGROUNDS
History: L. 1919, ch. 10, § 1; R.S. 1933,
8-0-5; L. 1937, ch. 14, § 1; C. 1943, 8-0-5.
COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. - 64 Am. Jur. 2d Public Securities and Obligations § 399 et seq.
C.J.S. - 20 C.J.S. Counties §§ 268, 276; 64

C.J.S. Municipal Corporations §§ 1941, 1955;
79 C.J.S. Schools and School Districts §§ 369,
374.

11-1-6. Violation of act a misdemeanor.
Anyone violating the provisions of this act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
History: L. 1937, ch. 14, § 2; C. 1943, 8-0-6.
Meaning of"this act." - Laws 1937, ch. 14
amended § 11-1-5 and enacted this section; in
context, however, "this act" above probably
means "this chapter."

Cross-References. - Sentencing for misdemeanors, §§ 76-3-201, 76-3-204, 76-3-301.

CHAPTER 2
PLAYGROUNDS
Section
11-2-1.
11-2-2.
11-2-3.
11-2-4.
11-2-5.

Local authorities may designate and
acquire property for playgrounds
and recreational facilities.
Entertainment
facilities for citizenry.
Recreation board.
Number of members of board -- Selection - Term.
Chairman, secretary and other officers of board.

Section
11-2-6.
11-2-7.

11-2-8.

Cooperation between school districts
and cities, towns and counties.
Expenses - Payment of - Authority to appropriate and tax - Licensing of television owners and
users - Collection of license fees.
Donations.

11-2-1. Local authorities may designate and acquire property for playgrounds and recreational facilities.
The governing body of any city, town, school district, special district or
county may designate and set apart for use as playgrounds, athletic fields,
gymnasiums, public baths, swimming pools, camps, indoor recreation centers,
television transmission and relay facilities, or other recreational facilities,
any lands, buildings or personal property owned by such cities, towns, counties, special districts or school districts that may be suitable for such purposes;
and may, in such manner as may be authorized and provided by law for the
acquisition of lands or buildings for pubiic purposes in such cities, towns,
counties, special districts and school districts, acquire lands, buildings, and
personal property therein for such use; and may equip, maintain, operate and
supervise the same, employing such play leaders, recreation directors, supervisors and other employees as it may deem proper. Such acquisition of lands,
buildings and personal property and the equipping, maintaining, operating
and supervision of the same shall be deemed to be for public, governmental
and municipal purposes.
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History: L. 1923, ch. 100, §§ 1, 2; R.S. 1933
& C. 1943, 72-0-1; L. 1957, ch. 22, § 1; 1980,
ch. 9,' § 1.

Cross-References.
Civic centers at
school buildings and grounds, § 53A-3-413.
Establishment and maintenance by cities,
§ 10-8-9.

NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

Immunity from liability.
Liability of city.
Immunity from liability.
A municipal corporation may act both in a
public and a private capacity and when performing in a public or governmental function it
is not subject to tort liability. Ramirez v.
Ogden City, 3 Utah 2d 102, 279 P.2d 463, 47
A.L.R.2d 539 (1955).
Liability of city.
Maintenance of parks and playgrounds is a
govermpental function so that a city is not liable for the negligence of servants and agents in

connection therewith. Alder v. Salt Lake City,
64 Utah 568, 231 P. 1102 (1924).
Failure of a city to designate and set apart a
community center as an "indoor recreational
facility" did not prevent the city from claiming
that it was operated as a governmental activity; the fact that the city took title to the property, employed a director to supervise the recreational activities and contributed in excess of
$6,000 per year for its operation was sufficient
to show that the city was operating it, whether
or not there was a formal dedication for public
use. Ramirez v. Ogden City, 3 Utah 2d 102,279
P.2d 463, 47 A.L.R.2d 539 (1955), distinguished, Rumsey v. Salt Lake City, 16 Utah 2d
310, 400 P.2d 205 (1965).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Alp. Jur. 2d. - 56 Am. Jur. 2d Municipal
Corporations, Etc. § 202; 59 Am. Jur. 2d
Parks, Squares and Playgrounds § 6.
C.J.S. - 20 C.J.S. Counties §§ 165 to 169;
63 C.J.S. Municipal Corporations § 1057; 64
C.J.S. Municipal Corporations § 1818; 78
C.J.S. Schools and School Districts § 243.
A.L.R. - Liability for injury incurred in operation of power golf cart, 66 A.L.R.4th 622.

11-2-2. Entertainment

Liability of local government entity for injury resulting from use of outdoor playground
equipment at municipally owned park or recreation area, 73 A.L.R.4th 496.
Violation of governmental regulations as to
conditions and facilities of swimming pools as
affecting liability in negligence, 79 A.L.R.4th
461.

facilitiei, for citizenry.

Such local authorities may organize and conduct plays, games, calisthenics,
gymnastics, athletic sports and games, tournaments, meets and leagues, dramatics, picture shows, pageants, festivals and celebrations, community music,
clubs, debating societies, public speaking, story telling, hikes, picnics, excursions, camping and handicraft activities, and in areas so remote from regular
transmission points of the large television stations that television reception is
impossible without special equipment, and adequate, economical and proper
television is not available to the public by private sources, said local authorities, may equip and maintain television transmission and relay facilities and
other forms of recreational activity, that may employ the leisure time of the
people in a constructive and wholesome manner.
History: L. 1923, ch. 100, § 2; R.S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 72-0-2; L. 1957, ch. 22, § 1; 1959, ch.
22, § 1.
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NOTES TO DECISIONS
Television facility.
This section authorizes the county operation
of a television "booster" facility for the benefit
of its residents, and the county is not liable for
interference with a closed-circuit television
service to the area in the absence of any federal
interstate airwave legislation to the contrary.
Jackson v. Harward, 9 Utah 2d 136, 339 P.2d
1026 (1959).
A town franchise holder for operation of a
community antenna television system was not
entitled to restrain a school district from in-

stalling a television translator or booster station to serve the residents of the county embracing the town as the plaintiff had no vested
rights to electromagnetic waves carrying television signals to the exclusion of others, nor
could it, by contracting with some town residents, prevent the whole county from proceeding, as authorized by law, to establish facilities
for their use. Intermountain Elecs., Inc. v.
Tintic School Dist., 14 Utah 2d 86, 377 P.2d
783 (1963).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. - 56 Am. Jur. 2d Municipal
Corporations, Etc. § 202.
A.L.R. - Validity and construction of municipal ordinances regulating community antenna television service (CATV), 41 A.L.R.3d
384.
Public rights ofrecreational boating, fishing,

11-2-3. Recreation

wading, or the like in inland stream the bed of
which is privately owned, 6 A.LR.4th 1030.
Validity of local beachfront zoning regulations designed to exclude recreational uses by
persons other than beachfront residents, 18
A.L.R.4th 568.

board.

Authority to supervise and maintain any of such recreational facilities and
activities may be vested in any existing body or board, or in a public recreation board, as the governing body of any city, town, county or school district
may determine. If it is determined that such powers are to be exercised by a
public recreation board, such board may be established in any city, town,
county or school district and shall possess all the powers and be subject to all
the responsibilities of the respective local authorities under this chapter.
History: L. 1923, ch. 100, §§ 2, 3; R.S. 1933
& C. 1943, 72-0-3.

11-2-4. Number of members of board - Selection - Term.
Such recreation board shall consist of five persons. When established in a
city of the first or second class two members shall be selected from the board of
education of the school district therein, and when established in any county
two members shall be appointed from the board of education of that county;
provided, that in counties having two or more school districts one member
shall be appointed from each county school district therein. The members of
such board shall be appointed by the appointing authority of the city, town,
county or school district and shall serve for a term of five years and until their
successors are appointed; provided, that the members first appointed shall be
appointed for such terms that the term of one member will expire annually
thereafter. Vacancies in a board occurring otherwise than by expiration of
term shall be filled in the same manner as original appointments for the
unexpired term. The members of recreation boards shall serve without compensation.
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History: L. 1923, ch. 100, § 3; R.S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 72-0-4.

11-2-5. Chairman, secretary and other officers of board.
Each recreation board shall elect its own chairman and secretary, and shall
appoint all other officers necessary, for a period of one year; and may adopt
rules and regulations for the conduct of its business.
History: L. 1923, ch. 100, § 4; R.S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 72-0-5.

11-2-6. Cooperation between school districts
towns and counties.

and cities,

Any board of education of any school district may join with any city, town or
county in purchasing, equipping, operating and maintaining playgrounds,
athletic fields, gymnasiums, baths, swimming pools, television transmission
and relay facilities of the type referred to in Section 11-2-2 and other recreational facilities and activities, and may appropriate money therefor.
History: L. 1923, ch. 100, § 5; R.S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 72-0-6; L. 1957, ch. 22, § 1.

11-2-7. Expenses - Payment of- Authority to appropriate and tax - Licensing of television owners and
users - Collection of license fees.
All expenses incurred in the equipment, operation and maintenance of such
recreational facilities and activities shall be paid from the treasuries of the
respective cities, towns, counties, or school districts, and the governing bodies
of the same may annually appropriate, and cause to be raised by taxation,
money for such purposes. In areas so remote from regular transmission points
of the large television stations that television reception is impossible without
special equipment and adequate, economical and proper television is not
available to the public by private sources, said local authorities may also, by
ordinance, license, for the purpose of raising revenue to equip, operate and
maintain television transmission and relay facilities, all users or owners of
television sets within the jurisdiction of said local authorities, and may provide for the collection of the license fees by suit or otherwise and may also
enforce obedience to such ordinances with such fine and imprisonment as the
local authorities deem proper; provided that the punishment for any violation
of such ordinances shall be by a fine not exceeding $50.00 or by imprisonment
not exceeding one day for each $5.00 of said fine, if the fine is not paid.
History: L. 1923, ch. 100, § 6; R.S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 72-0-7; L. 1949, ch. 70, § 1; 1961, ch.
30, § 7; 1961, ch. 25, § 1.

Cross-References. - Single aggregate levy
limitation for counties according to assessed
value, §§ 59-2-908.
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COLLATERAL REFERENCES

A.L.R. - Power of municipality to charge
nonresidents higher fees than residents for use
of municipal facilities, 57 A.L.R.3d 998.
Validity of governmental borrowing or ex-

penditure for purposes of acquiring, maintaining, or improving stadium for use of professional athletic team, 67 A.L.R.3d 1186.

11-2-8. Donations.
The governing body in any city, town, county or school district may take
charge of and use any grounds, buildings or other facilities which· may be
offered, either temporarily or permanently, by any individual or corporation
for playground and recreation purposes; and may receive donations, legacies,
bequests or devises for the establishment, improvement or maintenance of
recreational facilities and activities. All moneys so received shall, unless otherwise provided by the terms of the gift or devise, be deposited in the treasury
of the city, town, county or school district to the credit of the recreation fund,
and may be withdrawn only in the manner provided for the payment of money
appropriated for the acquisition, improvement, operation and maintenance of
playgrounds and other recreational facilities and activities.
History: L. 1923, ch. 100, § 7; R.S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 72-0-8.

CHAPTER 3
FIREWORKS
Section
11-3-1.
11-3-2.
11-3-3.
11-3-3.2.
11-3-3.5.

11-3-4.

Short title.
Definitions.
Restrictions on the sale or use of
fireworks.
State license for display operators.
Licensing of retail sellers, importers, wholesalers, display operators, and agricultural and
wildlife fireworks.
Enforcement - Seizure of fireworks sold unlawfully - Revocation of license.

Section
11-3-5.
11-3-6.
11-3-7.
11-3-8.
11-3-9.
11-3-10.
11-3-11.

Safety rules.
Times for sale of fireworks.
Time for use of fireworks.
Conflicting local ordinances prohibited.
Repealed.
Exemptions Limitation on
chapter.
Sale or use of unauthorized fireworks - Class B misdemeanor.

11-3-1. Short title.
This act shall be known and may be cited as the "Utah Fireworks Act."
History: C. 1953, 11-3-1, enacted by L.
1983, ch. 127, § 1.
Repeals and Reenactments. - Laws 1983,
ch. 127, § 1 repealed former §§ 11-3-1 to
11-3-8 (L. 1939, ch. 125, §§ 1 to 8; C. 1943,
29A-1-1 to 29A-1-8), relating to fireworks, and
enacted present §§ 11-3-1 to 11-3-11.
Meaning of "this act." - The phrase "this

act" apparently refers to Laws 1983, ch. 127,
which enacted §§ 11-3-1 to 11-3-11.
Cross-References. - Cities may prevent
use of fireworks, § 10-8-47.
Unlawful possession, manufacture or transportation of explosives, regulation by cities,
§ 10-8-56.
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COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Utah Law Review. - Utah Legislative
Survey - 1983, 1984 Utah L. Rev. 115, 130.

Am. Jur. 2d. - 31 Am. Jur. 2d Explosions
and Explosives § 1 et seq.
C.J.S. - 35 C.J.S. Explo3ives § 3.

11-3-2. Definitions.

I.

As used in this chapter:
(1) "Agricultural and wildlife fireworks" means a class C dangerous
explosive that:
(a) uses sound or light when deployed; and
(b) is designated to prevent crop damage or unwanted animals
from entering a specified area.
(2) "Class A explosive" means a class A explosive as defined by the U.S.
Department of Transportation in Part 173, Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations.
(3) "Class B explosive" means a class B explosive as defined by the U.S.
Department of Transportation in Part 173, Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations.
(4) "Class C explosive" means a class C explosive as defined by the U.S.
Department of Transportation in Part 173, Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations.
(5) (a) "Class C common state approved explosive" means a class C
explosive that is:
(i) a cardboard or heavy paper cylindrical tube or cone that:
(A) produces a shower of color and sparks that reach a
maximum height of 15 feet;
(B) may whistle or pop; and
(C) is not designed to explode or leave the ground;
(ii) a pyrotechnic wheel device that:
(A) may be attached to a post or tree; and
(B) contains up to six "driver" units or tubes;
(iii) any device that:
(A) spins, jumps, or emits popping sounds when placed on
the ground;
(B) does not exceed a height of 15 feet when discharged;
and
(C) does not travel laterally more than ten feet on a
smooth surface when discharged;
(iv) a morning glory, suzuki, or flitter sparkler; and
(v) a single tube day type parachute that does not carry any
flare or flame upon descent.
(b) "Class C common state approved explosive" does not mean:
(i) class C dangerous explosives; or
(ii) exempt explosives.
(6) (a) "Class C dangerous explosive" means a class C explosive that is:
(i) a firecracker, cannon cracker, salute, cherry bomb, or other
similar explosive;
(ii) a skyrocket or any device other than a model rocket that
uses combustible or explosive material and rises more than 15
feet when discharged;
578
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(iii) a roman candle or other device that discharges balls of fire
over 15 feet in height;
(iv) a tube or cone aerial firework that propels comets, shells,
salutes, flash shells, or similar devices more than 15 feet into the
air; and
(v) a chaser, whistler, or other device that darts or travels
more than ten feet laterally on a smooth surface or exceeds 15
feet in height when discharged.
(b) A "Class C dangerous explosive" does not mean:
(i) class C common state approved explosives; or
(ii) exempt explosives.
(7) "Display fireworks" means an aerial shell, salute, flash shell,
comet, sky battle, mine, and any similar class C explosive or class B
explosive.
(8) (a) "Display operator" means the person who purchases and is responsible for setting up and discharging display fireworks.
(b) "Display operator" does not mean a fire department.
(9) "Exempt explosive" means a model rocket, toy pistol cap, emergency signal flare, snake or glow worm, party popper, trick noisemaker,
match, and wire sparkler under 12 inches in length.
(10) (a) "Fireworks" means:
(i) class C explosives;
(ii) class C dangerous explosives; and
(iii) class C common state approved explosives.
(b) "Fireworks" does not mean:
(i) exempt explosives;
(ii) class A explosives; and
(iii) class B explosives.
(11) "Importer" means a person who brings class B or class C explosives into Utah for the general purpose of resale within the state or
exportation to other states.
(12) (a) "Pyrotechnic" means any composition or device manufactured
or used to produce a visible or audible effect by combustion, deflagration, or detonation.
(b) "Pyrotechnic" does not mean exempt explosives.
(13) "Retail seller" means a person who sells class C common state
approved explosives to the public during the period authorized under
Section 11-3-6.
(14) "Trick noisemaker" includes a:
(a) tube or sphere containing pyrotechnic composition that produces a white or colored smoke as its primary effect when ignited;
and
(b) device that produces a small report intended to surprise the
user, including a:
(i) "booby trap," which is a small tube with a string protruding
from both ends which ignites the friction sensitive composition in
the tube when the string is pulled;
(ii) "snapper," which is a small paper-wrapped device containing a minute quantity of explosive composition coated on bits of
sand which explodes producing a small report;
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(iii) "trick match," which is a kitchen or book match coated
with a small quantity of explosive or pyrotechnic composition
which produces a small shower of sparks when ignited;
(iv) "cigarette load," which is a small wooden peg coated with
a small quantity of explosive composition that produces a small
report when the cigarette is ignited; and
(v) "auto burglar alarm," which is a tube that:
(A) contains pyrotechnic composition which produces a
loud whistle and smoke when ignited;
(B) may contain a small quantity of explosive to produce a
small report; and
(C) is ignited by a squib.
(15) "Unclassified fireworks" means:
(a) a pyrotechnic device that is used, given away, or offered for
sale, that has not been tested, approved, and classified by the U.S.
Department of Transportation;
(b) an approved device that has been altered or redesigned since
obtaining approval by the U.S. Department of Transportation; and
(c) a pyrotechnic device that is being tested by a manufacturer,
importer, or wholesaler before receiving approval by the U.S. Department of Transportation.
(16) "Wholesaler" means:
(a) a person who sells class C common state approved explosives to
a retailer; and
(b) a person who sells class B explosives or class C dangerous explosives for display use.
History: C. 1953, 11-3-2, enacted by L.
1992, ch. 268, § 1.
Repeals and Reenactments. - Laws 1992,
ch. 268, § 1 repeals former§ 11-3-2, as enacted

11-3-3. Restrictions

by L. 1983, ch. 127, § 1, listing similar definitions, and enacts the present section, effective
April 27, 1992.

on the sale or use of fireworks.

(1) (a) The state fire marshal shall test and approve a representative sample of each class C common state approved explosive before the explosive
may be sold to the public.
(b) The state fire marshal shall publish a list of all class C explosives
that are approved for sale to the public each year.
(2) (a) Except as provided in Subsection (b), class C dangerous explosives
may not be possessed, discharged, sold, or offered for retail sale.
(b) (i) The following persons may purchase, possess, or discharge class
C dangerous explosives:
(A) display operators who receive a license from the state fire
marshal and approval from their local licensing authority in accordance with Section 11-3-3.5; and
(B) operators approved by the Division of Wildlife Resources
or Department of Agriculture to discharge agricultural and wildlife fireworks.
(ii) Importers and wholesalers may possess, sell, and offer to sell
class C dangerous explosives in accordance with this subsection.
(3) Unclassified fireworks may not be sold, or offered for sale.
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History: C. 1953, 11-3-3, enacted by L.
1992, ch. 268, § 2.
Repeals and Reenactments. - Laws 1992,
ch. 268, § 2 repeals former § 11-3-3, as last
amended by L. 1986, ch. 39, § 1, concerning

11-3-3.5

the unlawful sale or use of unauthorized fireworks, and enacts the present section, effective
April 27, 1992.
Cross-References. - State fire marshal,
§ 63-27-104.

11-3-3.2. State license for display operators.
(1) A display operator may not purchase, possess, or discharge display fireworks unless the operator has obtained a display operator license from the
state fire marshal.
(2) The state fire marshal shall make rules establishing safety and other
requirements for placement and discharge of display fireworks based upon:
(a) the Uniform Fire Code; and
(b) relevant publications of the National Fire Protection Association.
(3) The state fire marshal shall:
(a) issue a five year license to any display operator who:
(i) applies for the permit;
(ii) pays a $5 fee;
(iii) demonstrates proof of competence; and
(iv) certifies that he will comply with the rules governing placement and discharge of display fireworks established by the state fire
marshal; and
(b) provide the licensee with a copy of the rules governing placement
and discharge of display fireworks adopted under the authority of this
section.
(4) The state fire marshal may:
(a) make rules defining methods to establish proof of competence;
(b) revoke a license issued under this section for cause; and
(c) create application and certification forms.
History: C. 1953, 11-3-3.2, enacted by L.
1992, ch. 268, § 3.
Effective Dates. - Laws 1992, ch. 268 became effective on April 27, 1992, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25.

Cross-References. - Fire prevention, Title
63, Chapter 27.
State fire marshal, § 63-27-104.

11-3-3.5. Licensing of retail sellers, importers, wholesalers, display operators, and agricultural and
wildlife fireworks.
(1) (a) A municipality

or county may require a retail seller to obtain a
license and pay a reasonable fee before selling class C common state
approved explosives within the jurisdiction of that municipality or
county.
(b) A municipality or county may not restrict the number of licenses to
be issued under this section.
(2) The state fire marshal shall:
(a) annually license each importer and wholesaler of pyrotechnic devices; and
(b) charge an annual license fee of $250.
(3) (a) A municipality or county shall require:
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(i) a permit to discharge all
(ii) evidence that the display
charge the display fireworks has
from the state fire marshal.
(b) A municipality or county may
before issuing a permit under this
History: C. 1953, 11-3-3.5, enacted by L.
1992, ch. 268, § 4.
Effective Dates. - Laws 1992, ch. 268 be-

display fireworks; and
operator who will set up and disreceived a display operator's license
require a fee, insurance, or a bond
subsection.

came effective on April 27, 1992, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25.

11-3-4. Enforcement - Seizure of fireworks
fully - Revocation of license.

sold unlaw-

(1) Each county and municipal officer charged with the enforcement of
state and municipal laws, including all fire enforcement officials and the
Division of Public Safety, shall enforce this chapter.
(2) Any official charged with enforcing this chapter may:
(a) seize display fireworks, fireworks, and unclassified fireworks that
are offered for sale, sold, or in the possession of an individual in violation
of this chapter; and
(b) recommend to the state fire marshall that each importer or wholesaler selling or offering to sell display fireworks, fireworks, or unclassified fireworks in violation of this chapter have their license revoked.
History: C. 1953, 11-3-4, enacted by L.
1983, ch. 127, § 1; 1992, ch. 268, § 5.
Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment, effective April 27, 1992, subsituted
"shall enforce this chapter" for "is charged
with responsibility to enforce this act" in Subsection (1); subdivided Subsection (2) and sub-

stituted the present provisions for the former
language, which read: "Fireworks sold or offered for sale in violation of this chapter may
be seized and destroyed and the license of the
person selling or offering fireworks for sale
may be revoked."

11-3-5. Safety rules.
By following the procedures and requirements of Title 63, Chapter 46a,
Utah Administrative Rulemaking Act, the State Fire Prevention Board may
make rules establishing minimum safety standards for retail storage, handling, and sale of class C common state approved explosives.
History: C. 1953, 11-3-5, enacted by L.
1983, ch. 127, § 1; 1992, ch. 30, § 16; 1992,
ch. 268, § 6.
Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment by ch. 30, effective April 27, 1992, corrected the reference to the Administrative
Rulemaking Act.
The 1992 amendment by ch. 268, effective
April 27, 1992, corrected the reference to Title

63, Chapter 46a, deleted "reasonable under the
circumstances" after "standards," substituted
"class C common state approved explosives" for
"common fireworks," and made stylistic
changes.
This section is set out as reconciled by the
Office of Legislative Research and General
Counsel.
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11-3-6. Times for sale of fireworks.
Class C common state approved explosives may be sold:
(1) after June 19 and before July 26;
(2) after December 19 and before January 3; and
(3) 15 days before and on the Chinese New Year.
History: C.
1983, ch. 127,
Amendment
ment, effective

1953, 11-3-6, enacted by L.
§ 1; 1992, ch. 268, § 7.
Notes. - The 1992 amendApril 27, 1992, subdivided the

provisions; substituted "Class C common state
approved explosives" for "Fireworks" in the introductory paragraph; and made stylistic
changes.

11-3-7. Time for use of fireworks.
Class C common state approved explosives may be discharged three days
before, on the day of, and three days following:
(1) July 4;
(2) July 24;
(3) January 1; and
(4) the Chinese New Year.
History: C.
1983, ch. 127,
Amendment
ment, effective

1953, 11-3-7, enacted by L.
§ 1; 1992, ch. 268, § 8.
Notes. - The 1992 amendApril 27, 1992, subdivided the

provisions; substituted "Class C common state
approved explosives" for "Fireworks" in the introductory paragraph; and made stylistic
changes.

11-3-8. Conflicting local ordinances

prohibited.

A county, city, or town may not adopt an ordinance or regulation in conflict
with this chapter.
History: C. 1953, 11-3-8, enacted
1983, ch. 127, § 1.

by L.

11-3-9. Repealed.
Repeals. - Laws 1992, ch. 268, § 11 repeals
§ 11-3-9, as enacted by Laws 1983, ch. 127,
§ 1, relating to local licensing of fireworks

11-3-10. Exemptions

-

sellers, effective April 27, 1992. For present
comparable provisions, see § 11-3-3.5.

Limitation on chapter.

(1) This chapter does not apply to class A, class B, and class C explosives
that are not for use in Utah, but are manufactured, stored, warehoused, or in
transit for destinations outside of Utah.
(2) Nothing in this chapter supersedes the provisions of Section 23-13-7.
(3) Provided that the display operators are properly licensed as required by
this chapter, nothing in this chapter prohibits municipalities, or counties for
the unincorporated areas within the county, from conducting, permitting, or
regulating:
(a) exhibitions of display fireworks; or
(b) pyrotechnic displays held inside public buildings.
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History: C. 1953, 11-3-10, enacted by L.
1983,ch. 127,§ 1; 1986,ch.39,§ 2; 1991,ch.
202, § 1; 1992, ch. 268, § 9.
Amendment Notes. - The 1991 amendment, effective April 29, 1991, in Subsection
(3), substituted "class C fireworks and class B
explosives" for "class B fireworks" and made a
spelling correction.
The 1992 amendment, effective April 27,
1992, in Subsection (1), substituted the language after "apply to" for similar language

concerning product inventories intended for
out-of-state shipment; subdivided Subsection
(3) and, in the introductory paragraph, added
the proviso at the beginning and substituted
"municipalities" for "cities"; substituted the
present language of Subsection (3)(a) for "the
discharge of class C fireworks and class B explosives"; substituted "or" for "and" between
Subsections (3)(a) and (b); and made related
stylistic changes.

11-3-11. Sale or use of unauthorized
misdemeanor.

fireworks -

Class B

Any person who violates this chapter is guilty of a class B misdemeanor.
History: C. 1953, 11-3-11, enacted by L.
1983,ch. 127,§ l; 1986,ch.39, § 3; 1992,ch.
268, § 10.
Amendment Notes. - The 1992 amendment, effective April 27, 1992, substituted "vi-

olates this chapter" for "sells at retail or discharges fireworks other than those listed in
Section 11-3-3."
Cross-References. - Sentencing for misdemeanors, §§ 76-3-201, 76-3-204, 76-3-301.

CHAPTER 4
STANDARD FIRE-FIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
Section
11-4-1.
11-4-2.

Equipment for new fire protection
systems - Standard equipment.
Duty of local governing body Maintenance of existing equipment.

Section
11-4-3.
11-4-4.

Selling or offering for sale nonstandard equipment unlawful - Exception.
Penalty and punishmentJurisdiction of prosecutions.

11-4-1. Equipment for new fire protection systemsdard equipment.

Stan-

All equipment for file protective purposes, purchased in connection with the
installation of completely new fire protection systems by any authorities having charge of public property, shall be equipped with the standard hydrant
stem and cap nuts and standard threads for fire hose and fire hydrant couplings and fittings designated as the national standard, as adopted by the
National Board of Fire Underwriters, which standard is hereby designated as
the standard for such equipment in the state of Utah.
History: L. 1951, ch. 42, § l; C. 1943,
Supp., 103-22a-1; L. 1965, ch. 20, § 1.
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11-4-2. Duty of local governing
existing equipment.

body -

11-4-4

Maintenance

of

It shall be the duty of each local governing body installing any completely
new fire protection system to comply with the provisions of this act; provided
however, each local governing body which now operates fire protection equipment may maintain, repair, replace and extend such equipment of like character and standards.
History: L. 1951, ch. 42, § 2; C. 1943,
Supp., 103-22a-2; L. 1965, ch. 20, § 1.
Meaning of "this act." - The phrase "this

act" above means L. 1951, ch. 42, which enacted this chapter.

11-4-3. Selling or offering for sale nonstandard
unlawful - Exception.

equipment

It shall be unlawful for any person, firm, corporation, or association to sell
or offer for sale in the state of Utah any fire hose, fire hydrant, fire engine, or
other equipment with threaded parts, except adapters and caps for fire protective purposes unless it is fitted and equipped with the threads designated as
national standard and adopted by the National Board of Fire Underwriters
and designated by law as the standard of such equipment in the state of Utah,
unless such equipment is sold or offered for sale to a local governing body for
the purposes of maintaining, repairing, replacing or extending existing fire
protection equipment as provided in Section 11-4-2.
History: L. 1951, ch. 42, § 3; C. 1943,
Supp., 103-22a-3; L. 1965, ch. 20, § 1.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

A.L.R. - Products liability:
equipment, 19 A.L.R.4th 326.

firefighting

11-4-4. Penalty and punishment
cutions.

-

Jurisdiction

of prose-

Any such person, firm or corporation who shall violate the provisions of this
act, upon conviction thereof, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
shall be punished by a fine of not less than $25 nor more than $250, or by
imprisonment in the county jail for not less than ten days, nor more than sixty
days, or by both such fine and imprisonment, in the discretion of the court.
Justices of the peace and circuit judges shall have concurrent jurisdiction over
prosecutions for violations of this act.
History: L. 1951, ch. 42, § 4; C. 1943,
Supp., 103-22a-4; L. 1977, ch. 77, § 8.
Meaning of "this act." - The term "this

act" at the end of this section means L. 1951,
ch. 42, which enacted this chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
BOXING CONTESTS AND WRESTLING
MATCHES
Section
11-5-1.
11-5-2.

11-5-1.

License to hold - Rules of contest.
Fake contests - Penalty.

License to hold -

Rules of contest.

Boxing contests may be held by any person or incorporated club upon the
prepayment by such person or club of an annual or current license to be fixed
by the board of commissioners, or other governing bodies, of incorporated
cities, towns or counties, except where boxing contests are prohibited by ordinance. Such contests must comply with the following rules and regulations:
(1) No boxing contest shall be held on Sunday, Decoration Day or
Christmas.
(2) No boxing contest shall be of more than ten rounds duration, and no
one round of such contest shall be permitted to extend for a longer period
than three minutes.
(3) There shall be at least one minute intermission following each
round.
(4) Each contestant shall wear gloves weighing not less than 5 ounces;
any contestant weighing more than 145 pounds shall wear gloves weighing not less than 6 ounces.
(5) No person under the age of eighteen years, without the consent of
parent or guardian, shall be permitted to be a principal in any match or
contest.
(6) No betting or wagering at any boxing contest shall be permitted by
any person or incorporated club before, after or during any such contest in
the building or on the premises where such contest is held.
(7) Contestants shall break clean, and must not hold and hit. Butting
with the head or shoulder, wrestling or improper use of elbow or knee,
shall not be allowed in boxing contests. There shall be no unsportsmanlike conduct and no use of abusive or insulting language on the part of the
contestants.
(8) The boxers, prior to each boxing contest, must be examined by a
competent physician, who shall determine whether they are in physical
condition to engage in such contest.
History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, § 4308;
C.L. 1917, § 8225; L. 1929, ch. 27, § 1; R.S.
1933 & C. 1943, 9-0-1.
Cross-References. - Athletic Commission,
§ 58-48-1 et seq.

Cities may prevent prize fights, § 10-8-47.
Cities may regulate athletic associations,
§ 10-8-81.
License by counties, § 17-5-27.
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NOTES TO DECISIONS
Boxing facilities.
In a taxpayer's action for an accounting
against a town and park benefit association, a
nonprofit corporation, to which the town board
had illegally transferred money made by promoting athletic events in its park, the associa-

tion, which had expended money in good faith,
was entitled to offset against the amount due
from it amounts which it spent for park improvements and boxing facilities. Jacobson v.
West Jordan, 13 Utah 2d 145, 369 P.2d 492
(1962).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. - 4 Am. Jur. 2d Amusements
and Exhibitions § 26.
C.J.S. - 86 C.J.S. Theatres and Shows § 3
et seq.

11-5-2.

Fake contests -

A.L.R. - Liability for injury to one attending wrestling or boxing match or exhibition, 14
A.L.R.3d 993.

Penalty.

Any contestant or promoter who shall participate in any sham or fake
boxing contest or wrestling match or exhibition shall be prohibited from participating in any boxing contest or wrestling match or exhibition to be held
within this state for a period of six months. If a contestant shall take part a
second time in any sham or fake boxing contest or wrestling match or exhibition within this state he shall be barred from further participation in any
boxing contest, wrestling match or exhibition.
History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, § 4308;
C.L. 1917, § 8225; L. 1929, ch. 27, § 1; R.S.
1983 & C. 1943, 9-0-2.

CHAPTER 6
PAWNBROKERS AND SECONDHAND
DEALERS
Section
11-6-1.
11-6-2.

11-6-1.

Records to be kept - Availability to
peace officers.
Repealed.

Section
11-6-3.
11-6-4.

Violation a misdemeanor.
Political subdivisions may not set interest rates.

Records to be kept-Availability

to peace officers.

Pawnbrokers and dealers in secondhand goods shall keep records containing a description of all articles received by them, the amounts paid therefor or
advanced thereon, a general description of the person from whom received,
together with his name and address and the date of the transaction. Such
records shall at all reasonable times be accessible to any peace officer who
demands an inspection thereof, and any further information regarding such
transaction that he may require shall be given by pawnbrokers and secondhand dealers to the best of their ability. In cities of the first and the second
class at the close of each day's business pawnbrokers shall mail a copy of such
records to the sheriff of the county in which they are located.
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History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, § 1708; L.
1909, ch. 11, § 1; C.L. 1917, § 4375; R.S. 1933
& C. 1943, 70-0-1.
Cross-References.
Cities, license by,
§ 10-1-203.

Interest, legal rate, § 15-1-1.
Junk
dealers' duty to keep
§ 76-10-907.

records,

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. - 54 Am. Jur. 2d Moneylenders and Pawnbrokers § 2 et seq.
C.J.S. - 70 C.J.S. Pawnbrokers § 2.

11-6-2. Repealed.
Repeals. - Section 11-6-2 (R.S. 1898 & C.L.
1907, § 1709; L. 1917, ch. 41, § 11; C.L. 1917,
§ 4376; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 70-0-2), relating

to sales of forfeited pledges and providing for
redemption and interest rates, was repealed by
Laws 1965, ch. 154, § 10-102.

11-6-3. Violation a misdemeanor.
A violation of any of the provisions of this chapter is a misdemeanor.
History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, § 1710;
C.L. 1917, § 4376; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943,
70-0-3.

Cross-References. - Sentencing for misdemeanors, §§ 76-3-201, 76-3-204, 76-3-301.

11-6-4. Political subdivisions

may not set interest rates.

No county, city, town, or other political subdivision may set the interest
rates or other charges which pawnbrokers may charge.
History: C. 1953, 11-6-4, enacted by L.
1985, ch. 55, § 1.
Repeals and Reenactments. - Laws 1985,
ch. 55, § 1 repealed former § 11-6-4 (L. 1967,
ch. 18, § 1), relating to limit on charges and

rates of pawnbrokers, and enacted present
§ 11-6-4.
Cross-References. - Uniform Consumer
Credit Code, rates and charges not governed
by, § 70C-1-202.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
C.J.S. -

70 C.J.S. Pawnbrokers

§ 5.

CHAPTER 7
FIRE PROTECTION
Section
11-7-1.
11-7-2.
11-7-3.

Section
Cooperation with other governmental units - Burning permits Contracts.
Contract - Requirements - Time
in effect.
Privileges and immunities from lia-

11-7-4.
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bility extend to departments fighting fires outside territorial limits
under contract.
Death or injury of fireman while
fighting fire outside territorial
limits.

11-7-2

FIRE PROTECTION

11-7-1. Cooperation with other governmental
Burning permits - Contracts.

units -

(1) The governing body of every incorporated municipality and the board of
commissioners of every county shall provide adequate fire protection within
their own territorial limits and shall cooperate with all contiguous counties,
municipal corporations, private corporations, fire districts, or federal governmental agencies to maintain adequate fire protection within their territorial
limits.
(2) Every incorporated municipality and every county may:
(a) require that persons obtain a burning permit before starting a fire
on any forest, brush, range, grass, grain, stubble, or hay land, except that
a municipality or county may not require a burning permit for the burning of fence lines on cultivated lands, canals, or irrigation ditches, provided that the individual notifies the nearest fire department of the approximate time that the burning will occur;
(b) maintain and support a fire-fighting force or fire department for its
own protection;
(c) contract to furnish fire protection to any proximate county, municipal corporation, private corporation, fire district, state agency, or federal
agency;
(d) contract to receive fire protection from any contiguous county, municipal corporation, private corporation, fire district, state agency, or federal governmental agency;
(e) contract to jointly provide fire protection with any contiguous
county, municipal corporation, private corporation, fire district, state
agency, or federal governmental agency; or
(f) contract to contribute toward the support of a fire-fighting force, or
fire department in any contiguous county, municipal corporation, private
corporation, fire district, state agency, or federal governmental agency in
return for fire protection.
History: L. 1957, ch. 19, § 2; 1986, ch. 175,
§ 1.

Cross-References.
ment, § 17-5-68.

-

County fire depart-

11-7-2. Contract

Fire prevention, Title 63, Chapter 27.
Fire protection districts, § 17A-2-601 et seq.
Municipal fire departments, §§ 10-3-909 to
10-3-912.

Requirements

-

Time in effect.

Any contract made pursuant to Section 11-7-1 shall:
(1) Be in writing.
(2) Set forth in detail the extent of the fire protection to be afforded by
the party or parties contracting to furnish fire protection.
(3) Set forth in detail the amount and method of payment to be made
by the party or parties.
(4) Be in effect for at least one year but not more than five years.
History: L. 1957, ch. 19, § 3.
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11-7-3. Privileges and immunities from liability extend to
departments
fighting fires outside territorial
limits under contract.
All the privileges and immunities from liability which surround the activities of any county or municipal corporation fire-fighting force or fire department when performing its functions within the governmental unit's territorial limits shall apply to the activities of that governmental unit's fire-fighting force or department while furnishing fire protection outside its territorial
limits under any contract pursuant to Section 11-7-1.
History: L. 1957, ch. 19, § 4.

11-7-4. Death or injury of fireman while fighting fire outside territorial limits.
The effect of the death or injury of any fireman who is killed or injured
outside the territorial limits of the county or municipality where he is a
member of the fire-fighting force or fire department and while that force or
department is functioning pursuant to any contract made under Section
11-7-1 shall be the same as if he were killed or injured while that force or
department was functioning within its own territorial limits, and his death
shall be considered in the line of duty.
History: L. 1957, ch. 19, § 5.

CHAPTER 8
SEWAGE SYSTEMS
Section
11-8-1.

11-8-2.

Section
Contracts for joint use, operation,
and ownership of sewage lines and
sewage treatment and disposal
systems.
State loans for sewage treatment fa-

11-8-3.

cilities - Rules of Water Quality
Board.
Department of Environmental Quality to negotiate loans for sewage
facilities.

11-8-1. Contracts for joint use, operation, and ownership
of sewage lines and sewage treatment and disposal systems.
Any county, incorporated municipality, improvement district, taxing district or other political subdivision of the state of Utah which now or hereafter
owns and operates sanitary sewer facilities (each of which is hereinafter referred to as a "public owner") is hereby granted authority:
(a) To enter into long-term contracts with any other public owner or
public owners pursuant to which sewage lines, sewage treatment and
sewage disposal facilities, or any part thereof, of one or more public
owners shall be available for collection, treatment and disposal, or any
part thereof, of the sewage collected by one or more other public owners,
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or of sewage collected jointly, pursuant to such terms and conditions and
for such consideration as may be provided in such contracts. Annual payments due by any such public owner for services received under any such
contract shall not be construed to be an indebtedness of such public owner
within the meaning of any constitutional or statutory restriction, and no
election shall be necessary for the authorization of such contract. Any
public owner or owners so contracting to make available sewage collection, sewage treatment and disposal facilities, or any part thereof, may in
any such contract agree to make available to such other public owner or
owners a specified part of its facilities, without regard to its future need of
such specified part for its own use, and may in such contract agree to
increase the capacity of its facilities from time to time in the future if
necessary in order to take care of its own needs and to perform its obligations to the other parties to such contract.
(b) To construct or otherwise acquire joint interests in, and to own
jointly, sewer lines, sewage treatment and disposal facilities, or any part
thereof for their common use. To such end, any public owner may sell to
any other public owner or owners a partial interest or interests in any of
its sewer lines, sewage treatment and disposal facilities. Any public
owner may issue its bonds for the purpose of acquiring such joint interest
in sewer lines, sewage treatment and disposal facilities, or any part
thereof, whether such joint interest is to be acquired through the construction of new facilities or the purchase of such interest in existing
facilities, which bonds may be issued under the provisions and in the
manner provided in any available law authorizing the issuance of bonds
for the acquisition of sanitary sewer facilities by such public owner.
(c) To operate jointly with any other public owner or owners, sewer
lines, sewage treatment and disposal facilities, or any part thereof, which
they may own jointly.
History: L. 1957, ch. 30, § 1.
Cross-References. - Cities, construction
and control of sewage systems, § 10-8-38.
Improvement districts for water, sewer or

sewage systems, § 17A-2-301 et seq.
Solid Waste Management Act,§ 19-6-501 et
seq.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. - 47 Am. Jur. 2d Sewers and
Drains §§ 569 to 574.
C.J.S. - 64 C.J.S. Municipal Corporations
§§ 1802 to 1805.

A.L.R. - Validity and construction of regulation by municipal corporation fixing seweruse rates, 61 A.L.R.3d 1236.

11-8-2. State loans for sewage treatment facilities - Rules
of Water Quality Board.
The Department of Environmental Quality is authorized to negotiate loans
to political subdivisions and municipal authorities for the construction, reconstruction, and improvement of municipal sewage treatment facilities. All
loans shall be made pursuant to rules made by the Water Quality Board and
not exceed 25% of the total cost of the facility. The loans shall be authorized
by the political subdivision involved pursuant to Title 11, Chapter 14, Utah
Municipal Bond Act, or other applicable law of this state pertaining to indebtedness of political subdivisions.
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History: C. 1953, 11-8-2, enacted by L.
1981, ch. 126, § 35; 1991, ch. 112, § 3.
Repeals and Reenactments. - Laws 1981,
ch. 126, § 35 repealed former § 11-8-2 (L.
1971, ch. 56, § 1), relating to state loans for
sewage treatment
facilities, and enacted
present § 11-8-2.
Amendment Notes. - The 1991 amendment, effective July 1, 1991, substituted "Department of Environmental Quality" for "Department of Health" near the beginning, substituted "rules made" for "rules and regulations adopted" and substituted "Water Quality
Board" for "state water pollution control committee" in the second sentence, substituted

"pursuant to Chapter 14, Title 11," for "in accordance with the provisions of the" in the
present final sentence, and deleted the former
final sentence and Subsections (1) through (5),
pertaining to the power of the water pollution
control committee to adopt rules and regulations necessary to implement the award of construction loans to political subdivisions and
municipal authorities, and made stylistic
changes.
Cross-References. - Department of Environmental Quality, § 19-1-104.
Municipal power to tax for sewage treatment, § 10-7-14.2.
Water Quality Board, § 19-5-103.

11-8-3. Department of Environmental Quality to negotiate
loans for sewage facilities.
The Department of Environmental Quality may negotiate loans from the
Retirement Systems Fund, State Land Principal Fund, Workers' Compensation Fund of Utah, or any state trust and agency fund which has sums available for loaning, as these funds are defined in Title 51, Chapter 5, not to
exceed $1,000,000 in any fiscal year for the purposes of providing the funding
for the loans provided for in Section 11-8-2. The terms of any borrowing and
repayment shall be negotiated between the borrower and the lender.
History: C. 1953, 11-8-3, enacted by L.
1981, ch. 126, § 36; 1986, ch. 204, § 1; 1991,
ch. 112, § 4.
Repeals and Reenactments. - Laws 1981,
ch. 126, § 36 repealed former § 11-8-3 (L.
1971, ch. 56, § 2), relating to negotiation of
loans by division of health, and enacted this
section.

Amendment Notes. - The 1991 amendment, effective July 1, 1991, substituted "The
Department of Environmental Quality may"
for "Notwithstanding any other provision of
law to the contrary, the Department of Health
is authorized to" at the beginning, and made
stylistic changes.

CHAPTER 9
SALES AND USE TAXES
(Repealed in part by Laws 1987, ch. 5, § 40;
renumbered in part by Laws 1987,
ch. 5, §§ 2 to 9.)

11-9-1 to 11-9-11. Renumbered.
Renumbered. - Sections 11-9-1 to 11-9-5
were renumbered as §§ 59-12-201 to 59-12205, respectively, §§ 11-9-7 and 11-9-8 were
renumbered as §§ 59-12-206 and 59-12-207, respectively, and § 11-9-10 was renumbered as
§ 59-12-208 by Laws 1987, ch. 5, §§ 2 to 9.
-Laws 1987, ch. 5, § 40 repealed§ 11-9-6, as
last amended by Laws 1983, ch. 258, § 3, relat-

ing to county use taxes; § 11-9-9, as enacted by
Laws 1959, ch. 114, § 8, relating to the place of
consummation ofretail sales; and§ 11-9-11, as
enacted by Laws 1959, ch. 114, § 9, concerning
the inseparability of the provisions of the act,
effective February 6, 1987. For present provisions, see the Sales and Use Tax Act,
§ 59-12-101 et seq.
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CHAPTER 10
CLUBS ALLOWING CONSUMPTION OF
LIQUOR ON PREMISES
Section
11-10-1.

Business license required - Authorization for issuance, denial,
suspension, or revocation by local authority.

Section
11-10-2.
11-10-3.
11-10-4.

Qualifications of licensee.
License fee.
Ordinances making it unlawful to
operate without license.

11-10-1. Business license required - Authorization for issuance, denial, suspension, or revocation by local
authority.
(1) As used in this chapter, "club," "local authority," "restaurant," and "person" have the meaning set forth in Section 32A-1-105.
(2) A person may not operate an association, restaurant, club, or similar
business that allows customers, members, guests, visitors, or other persons to
possess or consume alcoholic beverages on the club, association, restaurant, or
similar business premises without a business license.
(3) Any local authority may issue a business license to any person who
owns or operates an association, restaurant, club, or similar business that
allows the customers, members, guests, visitors, or other persons to hold,
store, possess, or consume alcoholic beverages on the premises. This license
does not permit any person to hold, store, possess, or consume alcoholic beverages on the premises other than as provided in Title 32A, the Alcoholic Beverage Control Act.
(4) Any local authority may suspend or revoke a business license for a
violation of Title 32A, the Alcoholic Beverage Control Act.
(5) Each local authority shall set policy by written rules that establish
criteria and procedures for granting, denying, suspending, or revoking licenses issued under this chapter.
(6) A license issued under this section constitutes consent of the local authority within the meaning of Title 32A, the Alcoholic Beverage Control Act.
History: L. 1959, ch. 24, § 1; 1967, ch. 26,
§ 1; 1977, ch. 138, § 2; 1990, ch. 23, § 1.
Amendment Notes. - The 1990 amendment, effective February 21, 1990, added
present Subsections (4) and (5) and rewrote the
rest of the section to such an extent that a de-

tailed analysis is impracticable.
Cross-References. - City regulation of social clubs, § 10-8-81.
Private club liquor licenses, §§ 32A-5-101 to
32A-5-108.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Am. Jur. 2d. - 45 Am. Jur. 2d Intoxicating
Liquors § 130.
C.J.S. - 48 C.J.S. Intoxicating Liquors
§§ 51, 123, 193, 274.

A.L.R. - Liquor license as subject to execution or attachment, 40 A.L.R.4th 927.
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11-10-2.

CITIES, COUNTIES AND LOCAL TAXING UNITS

Qualifications

of licensee.

(1) A license may not be granted:
(a) unless the licensee is of good moral character, over the age of 21
years, and a citizen of the United States;
(b) to anyone who has been convicted of a felony or misdemeanor involving moral turpitude;
(c) to any partnership or association, any member of which lacks any of
the qualifications set out in this section; or
(d) to any corporation, if any of its directors or officers lacks any qualification set out in this section.
(2) The local authority shall, before issuing licenses, satisfy itself by written evidence executed by the applicant that the applicant meets the standards
set forth.
History: L. 1959, ch. 24, § 2; 1990, ch. 23,
§ 2.

Amendment

11-10-3.

Notes. -

The 1990 amend-

ment, effective February 21, 1990, rewrote the
section to make changes in style, phraseology,
and punctuation.

License fee.

The license fee may not exceed $300.
History: L. 1959, ch. 24, § 3; 1990, ch. 23,
§ 3.

Amendment

11-10-4.

Notes. -

ment, effective February 21, 1990, substituted
"may not" for "shall not."

The 1990 amend-

Ordinances making it unlawful to operate without license.

Each local authority granting licenses under this chapter may adopt ordinances making it unlawful to operate such establishments without being licensed.
History: L. 1959, ch. 24, § 4; 1990, ch. 23,
§ 4.

Amendment Notes. - The 1990 amendment, effective February 21, 1990, substituted

"Each local authority" for "All cities, towns
and counties" at the beginning of the section
and substituted "this chapter may" for "this act
are specifically granted authority to."

CHAPTER 11
CIVIC AUDITORIUM AND SPORTS
ARENA DISTRICTS
11-11-1 to 11-11-39.

[Unconstitutional.]

Unconstitutionality. - The Civic Auditorium and Sports Arena Act of 1961 (L. 1961,

ch. 26, §§ 1 to 39) is unconstitutional as attempting to create a special commission in vio-
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lation of Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 29. It also
violates Art. XI, Sec. 5, prohibiting special
laws to create municipal corporations, Art. VI,
Sec. 26, dealing with limited powers of the legislature, saying that where a general law can
be applicable, no special law is enactable, and
Art. I, Sec. 24, providing that general laws
must have uniform operation. Backman v. Salt

11-12-1

Lake County, 13 Utah 2d 412, 375 P.2d 756
(1962).
For 1963 provisions relating to issuance of
bonds for and management and control of "convention complex" facilities, see §§ 17-12-3 and
17-12-4.

CHAPTER 12
MODIFICATION OF POLITICAL
SUBDIVISIONS
Section
11-12-1.

Incorporation, establishment or
modification of boundaries of
political subdivisions - Notice
to tax commission.

Section
11-12-2.
11-12-3.

Definitions.
Imposition of taxes on property in
new or modified taxing district
- Notification.

11-12-1. Incorporation, establishment or modification of
boundaries of political subdivisions - Notice to
tax commission.
No county service area, special purpose district, city, or town may be incorporated, established, or the boundaries modified, without a notification of the
change being filed with the State Tax Commission within ten days after the
conclusion of the proceedings in connection with the change.
The notice shall include an ordinance or resolution with a map or plat that
delineates a metes and bounds description of the area affected and evidence
that the information has been recorded by the county recorder. The notice
shall also contain a certification by the officers of the county service area,
special purpose district, city, or town that all the necessary legal requirements relating to incorporation, establishment, or modification have been
completed.
History: L. 1963, ch. 31, § 1; 1988, ch. 3,
§ 21.

Amendment Notes. - The 1988 amendment, effective February 9, 1988, deleted
"From and after the effective date of this act"
at the beginning of the section; divided the former first sentence of the second paragraph into
the present first and second sentences and rewrote the provisions which had read "Such notice shall include a metes and bounds descrip-

tion of the area affected and shall contain a
certification by the officers of the county service area, special purpose district, city or town
that all necessary legal requirements relating
to such incorporation, establishment or modification have been fully completed"; and made
minor stylistic changes.
Retrospective Operation. - Laws 1988,
ch. 3, § 269 provides that the act has retrospective operation to January 1, 1988.
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CITIES, COUNTIES AND LOCAL TAXING UNITS
COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Am. Jur. 2d. - 56 Am. Jur. 2d Municipal
Corporations, Etc. § 28 et seq.

C.J.S. -

62 C.J.S. Municipal Corporations

§§ 6 to 105.

11-12-2. Definitions.
County service areas are all areas created pursuant to the County Service
Area Act. Special purpose districts shall include all political subdivisions of
this state except school districts, cities, towns and counties.
History: L. 1963, ch. 31, § 2.
Cross-References. - County Service Area
Act, § 17A-2-401 et seq.

11-12-3. Imposition of taxes on property in new or modified taxing district - Notification.
Property annexed to any existing taxing entity or property in any new
taxing entity shall carry any tax rate imposed by that taxing entity if notification, as required by Section 11-12-1, is made to the State Tax Commission not
later than December 31 of the previous year.
History: L. 1963, ch. 31, § 3; 1975, ch. 112,
§ 1; 1977, ch. 33, § 1; 1978 (2nd S.S.), ch. 1,
§ 1; 1988, ch. 3, § 22.
Amendment Notes. - The 1988 amendment, effective February 9, 1988, rewrote the
section which formerly read "From and after
the effective date of this act, property annexed
to any existing taxing unit or property in any

new taxing units shall carry any levy imposed
by said taxing unit if notification, as required
by Section 11-12-1, is made to the State Tax
Commission not later than December 31st of
the previous year."
Retrospective Operation. - Laws 1988,
ch. 3, § 269 provides that the act has retrospective operation to January 1, 1988.

CHAPTER 13
INTERLOCAL CO-OPERATION ACT
Section
11-13-1.
11-13-2.
11-13-3.
11-13-4.
11-13-5.
11-13-5.5.

11-13-5.6.

Section
Short title.
Purpose of act.
Definitions.
Joint exercise of powers, privileges or authority by public
agencies authorized.
Agreements for joint or cooperative action - Resolutions by
governing bodies required.
Contract by public agencies to
create new entities to provide
services - Powers and duties
,of new entities - Generation
of electricity.
Contract by public agencies to
create new entities to own
sewage and wastewater facilities - Powers and duties of

11-13-6.
11-13-7.
11-13-8.
11-13-9.
11-13-10.
11-13-11.
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new entities - Validation of
previously created entities.
Agreements for joint or co-operative action - Required provisions.
Agreement
not establishing
separate legal entity - Additional provisions required.
Agreement does not relieve
public agency of legal obligation or responsibility.
Approval of agreements by authorized attorney.
Filing of agreements.
Agreements
between public
agencies of state and agencies
of other states or United
States - Status - Rights of

